ABSTRACT As the amount of data and computational power explosively increase, valuable results are being created using machine learning techniques. In particular, models based on deep neural networks have shown remarkable performance in various domains. On the other hand, together with the development of neural network models, privacy concerns have been raised. Recently, as privacy breach attacks on training datasets of neural network models have been proposed, research on privacy-preserving neural networks have been conducted. Among the privacy-preserving approaches, differential privacy provides a strict privacy guarantee, and various differentially private mechanisms have been studied for neural network models. However, it is not clear how appropriate privacy parameters should be chosen, considering the model's performance and the degree of privacy guarantee. In this paper, we study how to set appropriate privacy parameters to preserve differential privacy based on the resistance to privacy breach attacks in neural networks. In particular, we focus on the model inversion attack for neural network models, and study how to apply differential privacy as a countermeasure against this attack while retaining the utility of the model. In order to quantify the resistance to the model inversion attack, we introduce a new attack performance metric, instead of a survey-based approach, by leveraging a deep learning model, and capture the relationship between attack probability and the degree of privacy guarantee.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning technologies have progressed remarkably and are increasingly getting attention. In particular, models based on deep neural networks have shown remarkable performance in various domains such as face recognition, language representation, classification, etc. (e.g., [1] - [5] ). These deep learning models utilize massive amounts of data, and most of the datasets contain sensitive individual information, so there is a concern about privacy breaches.
Recently, privacy invasion attacks on the training dataset of a neural network model have been proposed. In cloudbased machine learning services, i.e., machine learning as
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Longxiang Gao. a service (MLaaS), users send input queries and MLaaS then returns confidence values corresponding to the inputs. By exploiting such systems that return confidence values corresponding to arbitrary inputs, it was revealed that an adversary can violate the privacy of training data [6] - [9] . Although basic countermeasures against privacy invasion attacks have been proposed in the MLaaS environment, they cannot fundamentally prevent such attacks.
Differential privacy [10] , [11] is a rigorous notion of privacy, and research on differentially private neural network models has been actively conducted. Since differentially private mechanisms return plausible noisy results that make no statistical difference regardless of the presence or absence of any single entry in a dataset, it provides strong privacy for the entire dataset. However, it is not clear how to set a privacy budget, considering the trade-off between privacy and utility. This is a well-known problem in the field of differential privacy.
In this paper, we study the application of differential privacy as a countermeasure against privacy breach attacks in a neural network model, and also how to set appropriate privacy parameters based on resistance to the attacks, with the aim of achieving differential privacy. In particular, we focus on model inversion attacks [7] , which are among the most fatal privacy breach attacks. With a face recognition system, Fredrikson et al. [7] showed that parts of the training data used to train neural network models can be reconstructed. This means that the information of original data can be directly exposed. As a method to prevent the model inversion attack, we consider differentially private mechanisms for neural network-based learning model. In recent years, many mechanisms that make neural network models differentially private have been proposed [12] - [33] . Among them, we focus on Abadi et al. ' s [19] basic differentially private stochastic gradient descent algorithm, which is one of the state-of-the-art results for differentially private deep learning. In [19] , the authors proposed a differentially private stochastic gradient descent algorithm with a fine-tuned composition technique. They showed that differential privacy can be satisfied with moderate privacy costs in a non-convex optimization problem of a deep learning model by combining the Gaussian mechanism with random sampling. However, there is a lack of consideration as to the degree that a privacy guarantee should be assured to prevent actual privacy attacks, taking into account the trade-off between privacy and utility. Accordingly, from the perspective of differential privacy, we analyze how much of a privacy budget is required to prevent the model inversion attack without a significant degradation of utility.
In terms of analyzing the effectiveness of differentially private mechanisms against the model inversion attack, measuring tools for capturing changes in attack success rate depending on degree of privacy guarantee are essential. In [7] , the authors quantified the efficacy of the attack using Amazon's Mechanical Turk surveys (they asked workers to guess the same person as the reconstructed image with several real face examples). However, since this approach requires a lot of time and resources, it is infeasible to use this survey-based quantification to evaluate the effectiveness of each private model with different degrees of privacy guarantee. To overcome this infeasibility, we introduce a new attack performance metric, instead of survey-based approach, by leveraging a deep learning model, and capture the relationship between attack probability and the degree of privacy guarantee. Furthermore, we experiment not only with the AT&T Laboratories Cambridge database of faces [34] that was experimented in the model inversion attack [7] , but also with the VGGFace2 dataset [35] by varying the size of the dataset in order to demonstrate how differential privacy withstands the model inversion attack depending on the amount of training data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the background. We describe the differentially private learning, the model inversion attack, and attack performance metric in section 3. In section 4, we describe experiments in detail and demonstrate the results and evaluations. Finally, we discuss some related issues in section 5, and conclude our work in section 6.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly review the neural network model and give an overview of privacy invasion attacks for the neural network model, focusing on the model inversion attack. Then, we review the definition of differential privacy and differentially private mechanisms for neural network-based models.
A. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
Neural network-based models, especially deep learning models, have outperformed compared with traditional techniques in various domains. By composing many layers of basic building blocks, they parameterize functions from inputs to outputs. In general, the goal in deep learning models is to output a model that fits a given finite dataset, and we train to optimize all parameters using a given dataset to achieve the goal.
Objective functions of deep neural networks is usually a non-convex optimization problem and difficult to optimize. To optimize the parameters, learning algorithms train to minimize the objective function L (generally, loss function or cost function). The output of the objective function L(θ ) over parameters θ takes the average over the training examples. Let the training dataset be {x 1 
In the context of optimizing a non-convex problem over a deep learning model, the mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is the most common algorithm. In SGD, the optimizer sets mini-batch B by random sampling, computes gradient g B over the mini-batch B:
, and then updates the parameters θ by descending g B associated with learning rate.
B. PRIVACY INVASION ATTACKS ON MACHINE LEARNING
In recent years, many privacy invasion attacks on machine learning models have been proposed. One aspect of privacy invasion attacks is to infer or exploit statistical information. Homer et al. [36] showed that it is possible to infer the presence of a particular genome in a training dataset by comparing the published statistics about the dataset with the statistics of the general dataset. For particular machine learning models such as SVM and HMM models, Ateniese et al. [37] reported that general statistical information about the training dataset can be inferred through the parameters of the models. Calandrino et al. [38] showed that by capturing changes in the outputs of a collaborative recommender system, an adversary can infer the inputs that caused the changes. Another aspect is the malicious use of the machine learning model itself, and there are concerns that the privacy of training data can be directly invaded. Shokri et al. [8] focused on a fundamental VOLUME 7, 2019 attack, called a membership inference attack, where an adversary can infer whether an input data was included in the training dataset of a target model for any type of machine learning model. They reported that overfitting is the main reason why the model is vulnerable to this attack. Note that overfitting is not the only reason, but a well-generalized model can prevent membership inference attacks. Tramèr et al. [9] introduced model extraction attacks, aiming to extract the parameters of a target model, and showed that sensitive information can be leaked for a specific machine learning model, called kernel logistic regression. Fredrikson et al. [7] proposed the model inversion attack, one of the most fatal attacks that can directly violate data privacy, where an attacker can infer parts of information in the training dataset by exploiting confidence values revealed along with predictions from target models. Furthermore, they showed that an attacker can recover recognizable images from a face recognition model. Although some basic countermeasures have been proposed, the effectiveness of the countermeasures is not clear.
In this paper, we focus on the model inversion attack for neural network models and analyze how differential privacy is resistant to this attack.
C. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Differential privacy [11] , [12] 
Smaller values of will yield better privacy. Typically, is called a privacy budget or privacy cost. The basic definition of differential privacy is -differential privacy, which excludes the additive term δ. Although it is preferred that is less than one in pure differential privacy, this assumption is too strong and privacy budgets greater than one are applied in practice (e.g. [39] , [40] ). The notion of differential privacy means that the output value of a differentially private mechanism is not significantly changed in the record of any individual. There are several basic mechanisms that satisfy differential privacy, such as the Laplace mechanism and Gaussian mechanism. Differentially private mechanisms are defined in the context of sensitivity.
Definition 2: For any two neighboring datasets D and D , the l 2 sensitivity of function f is:
The sensitivity of a function is related to how much the output should be perturbed to preserve differential privacy. The Gaussian mechanism M G , which is one of the most common differentially private mechanisms, is defined by:
where N(0, σ 2 ) is the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σ . If σ > 2 ln (1.25/δ) · 2 f / and < 1, a single execution of the Gaussian mechanism fulfills ( , δ)-differential privacy (the value of δ is preferred as smaller than 1/ |D|).
There are several properties of differential privacy which make it particularly useful, such as group privacy, composability, and resistance to post-processing. Group privacy can address differential privacy in surveys that include multiple members such as a family by linearly increasing with the size of the group. Composability, which is one of the most useful properties of differential privacy, means that if all of the components in a mechanism satisfy differential privacy, the mechanism can be differentially private in terms of a privacy budget. Thus, it allows designing mechanisms as a module. Resistance to post-processing ensures that the composition of any data-independent function with a differentially private mechanism also satisfies differential privacy.
Recently, the concept of concentrated differential privacy [41] , [42] was introduced to relax the notion of traditional differential privacy. It enables tighter estimation and focuses on cumulative privacy loss with a large number of computations.
D. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY FOR DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
In general, neural network models are optimized by a stochastic gradient descent algorithm (SGD) with a large amount of iteration. To preserve the privacy of neural networks, many studies have been conducted in the field of differential privacy. Differential privacy has mainly been applied to convex optimization problems or shallow models [12] - [18] , [22] - [31] . In order to satisfy differential privacy for neural network models with a non-convex optimization problem, more sophisticated approaches have recently emerged.
Basically, as an approach to output perturbation, Zhang et al. [30] proposed not only an efficient differential privacy algorithm for the convex problem, but also a random round private stochastic gradient descent algorithm for the non-convex optimization problem with smooth objective. By using algorithmic stability arguments, they derived the sensitivity that determines the amount of noise and enabled output perturbation efficiently.
As another approach for optimizing the complex (nonconvex) problem in the notion of differential privacy, methods that perturb the objective function have been recently emerged based on the functional mechanism [31] (the model is optimized for the distorted loss function). In this context, Phan et al. [20] focused on preserving the differential privacy of deep auto-encoders and demonstrated the usefulness of the differentially private model in human behavior prediction. For another deep learning model, Phan et al. [21] proposed differentially private convolutional deep belief networks based on applying the functional mechanism to restricted Boltzman machines. However, this approach is difficult to apply to general neural network models.
As an approach that has already been applied, there are methods to distort the optimization procedure, where the parameter update is conducted with noisy gradients at each iteration. By enforcing each update (e.g., SGD) to ensure differential privacy, the final output model can satisfy differential privacy with the composition theorem. Obviously, the privacy cost increases in proportion to the number of iterations. Therefore, in this approach, the most important point to meet differential privacy for non-convex problem is to minimize the privacy cost at each iteration. In this respect, Abadi et al. [19] proposed a differentially private stochastic gradient descent algorithm and suggested a breakthrough composition theorem, called moments accountant, by combining Gaussian mechanisms with random sampling. They showed that differential privacy can be satisfied within moderate privacy costs. Recently, in this context, studies that extend traditional differential privacy to the notion of concentrated differential privacy have been conducted. Lee and Kifer [32] proposed a more improved gradient-based differentially private algorithm by carefully allocating the privacy budget in each iteration, and showed that it works with concentrated differential privacy. In [32] , by introducing the noisy max algorithm that enables adaptive privacy budget allocation, the authors showed that the final output model can satisfy differential privacy with lower privacy costs. By improving the differentially private stochastic gradient descent algorithm [19] , Yu et al. [33] extended traditional differential privacy to the notion of concentrated differential privacy and proposed a dynamic privacy budget allocation framework to improve the model accuracy.
In this paper, we practically analyze and evaluate how differential privacy, especially traditional ( , δ)-differential privacy, behaves when applied as a countermeasure against the model inversion attack [7] in face recognition systems. Usually, face data have a large domain and face recognition is considered a complex problem. Based on these points, we focus on Abadi et al.'s basic differentially private stochastic gradient descent algorithm [19] for the purpose of satisfying the differential privacy of the neural network model with a non-convex optimization problem within moderate privacy costs.
III. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY AGAINST MODEL INVERSION ATTACK
In this section, we describe how to train models while satisfying differential privacy and illustrate the model inversion attack in detail. In addition, we introduce a new metrics that can quantify attack performance.
A. LEARNING WITH DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
To enforce differential privacy in neural network models, we leverage the differentially private stochastic gradient descent (DPSGD) [19] . Algorithm 1 presents the DPSGD
: θ T and compute the overall privacy cost ( , δ)
algorithm [19] . First, a mini-batch is selected by random sampling with probability q = L/N , where L and N denote the size of mini-batch and dataset respectively. Then, the gradients of the loss function L with respect to the current model parameters θ t are computed for each element in the mini-batch, and the computed gradients for each element are clipped by l 2 -clipping with clipping parameter C. At this point, Gaussian noise is added to the aggregated gradient to satisfy differential privacy before averaging. Note that, the clipping parameter C is a hyperparameter, and in our experimental scenario, we set the clipping parameter to 4, as in [19] (the highest accuracy was measured when C = 4, and see [19] for more details on choosing the clipping parameter). Finally, model parameters are updated using the noisy gradients with the learning step η t . This procedure is iterated T times and the overall privacy cost for the final output model θ T is calculated. Also, we leverage moments accountant, where privacy costs are fine-tuned by considering the Gaussian mechanism with random sampling. The moments accountant keeps track of a bound on the moments of the privacy loss, which is a random variable. For neighboring datasets D, D ∈ D N , a mechanism M, auxiliary information aux, and an output o ∈ Range (M), the λ-th moment of the privacy loss random variable at output o is defined as follows:
Then, we can state composability (for the composition) and tail bound (for the tail bound of ( , δ)-differential privacy). Theorem 1 [19] :
Suppose that a mechanism M consists of a sequence of adaptive mechanisms M 1 , . . . , M k where VOLUME 7, 2019
2) [Tail bound] For any
> 0, the mechanism M is ( , δ)-differentially private for
By Theorem 1, we can compute the overall privacy cost by summing α M (λ) of each iteration. Thus, it is sufficient to bound α M (λ) at each iteration, and then we can compute the ( , δ)-differential privacy guarantee by using the tail bound. In [19] , the authors presented the asymptotic bound of α M (λ) as follows:
With the above asymptotic bound of α M (λ) with Theorem 1, the overall privacy cost of Algorithm 1 can be derived as follows: Theorem 2 [19] : There exist constants c 1 and c 2 so that given the sampling probability q = L/N and the number of steps T , for any < c 1 q 2 T , Algorithm 1 is ( , δ)-differentially private for any δ > 0 if we choose
Compared to the strong composition theorem, Theorem 2 can save a factor of log (T /δ) in the noise scale. This means that the overall privacy cost can be saved for the same noise scale. As a result, DPSGD with moments accountant enables optimizing deep learning models within a moderate privacy cost.
B. MODEL INVERSION ATTACK AGAINST NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
The model inversion attack is a well-known attack in adversarial use of machine learning. Given a target model, an attacker can infer certain sensitive features of the training data through the attack. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the model inversion attack on a neural network model. By converting the attack into an optimization problem, the attacker optimizes an initial vector to find the input that minimizes the error between the predicted confidence value and the ideal output value. This optimization can be performed simply by using a gradient descent algorithm. As a result, the attacker can recover parts of information from the training dataset. In particular, Fredrikson et al. [7] showed that it is possible to reconstruct training data (face data) in a neural network-based model for face recognition when the attacker can access a target model and knows target face labels. Algorithm 2 demonstrates the model inversion attack for a neural network-based model in a facial recognition system [7] . Let f target (·) be a given target model and be a given target class. Initially, the algorithm sets the cost function cost (X) = 1 − f target (X), where f target (X) indicates the output confidence value of the target model corresponding to target class with respect to input X, and initializes the candidate input X that is to be optimized. Then it performs optimization through gradient descent within a given number of iterations until the cost of the candidate is not improved in β iterations or is less than the given threshold γ . Finally, the best candidate is returned. Note that Process (·) is a post-processing function that can execute various image manipulations. Fig. 2 shows a reconstructed example with an original face image in the AT&T face dataset [34] .
By conducting model inversion attacks on differentially private models that have different privacy parameters, we explore how differential privacy is resistant to the model inversion attack.
C. ATTACK PERFORMANCE METRIC
In order to evaluate the efficacy of the model inversion attack, it is necessary to judge whether the recovered data are recognizable. In addition, it should be evaluated how many of the recovered data are recognizable and how high the attack probability is. In this respect, we present a new measuring tool and performance metrics.
1) TOOL FOR MEASURING ATTACK PERFORMANCE
To quantify the efficacy of the attack, a measuring tool that evaluates whether the reconstructed data are recognizable is essential. In [7] , evaluating the recognizability of the reconstructed data (for non-private models) was performed using Amazon's Mechanical Turk, where they asked workers to match the reconstructed data from five face images or to respond that the reconstructed data does not correspond to any images. Note that these five candidate face images were extracted from the test dataset. With the survey results, the authors showed that the reconstructed data are of sufficient quality to recognize individuals. However, it is not practical to use Mechanical Turk surveys to evaluate the relationship between the model inversion attack and all differentially private models with different privacy parameters. Indeed, this survey-based evaluation requires a lot of time and resources. In other words, it has to wait for responses from a large number of workers, and pay for all responses (in [7] , the author paid $ 0.05 for each response). Furthermore, it can be subjective depending on the worker. Therefore, it is not suitable to use Mechanical Turk surveys as a measuring tool for attack performance, and a more efficient and objective evaluation method is needed.
Instead of this survey-based evaluation, we leverage a deep learning model to evaluate the effectiveness of the attack. Quantifying the efficacy of the model inversion attack can be converted into a classification problem. It can be regarded as quantifying how many data is recognizable among the reconstructed data i.e., how many data have enough quality to be recognized among the reconstructed data.
Let f eval (·) be a well-trained evaluation model that has the same classification problem as the target model f target (·). Then, a reconstructed image extracted from the model inversion attack corresponding to a given target label is evaluated over the evaluation model f eval (·). That is, the reconstructed image becomes the input of the evaluation model f eval (·) in the inference phase, and then f eval (·) returns the label (or confidence vector) as it is most likely. If the retuned label (or argmax of confidence vector) is equal to the given target label, the reconstructed image is considered to be recognizable. We quantify the efficacy of the attack over all of the reconstructed data with the above evaluation process.
From the perspective of training the evaluation model, it is assumed that the training dataset for the evaluation model and the training dataset that was used to train the target model are independent. In the original model inversion attack [7] , it is assumed that an adversary cannot access the training dataset of the target model, and the evaluations (Mechanical Turk surveys) were conducted by comparing the reconstructed data with candidate face images sampled from the test dataset that is not used to train the target model. In this respect, training the evaluation model should have the same conditions as the Mechanical Turk workers. Therefore, we train the evaluation model over the test dataset that was only used to check performances of the target model. Fig. 3 presents the overall evaluation framework. First, we separate the entire dataset into training and test datasets. Next, we generate a differentially private model (DP-model) with Algorithm 1 and moments accountant, given privacy parameters and the training dataset. Note that this private model is the target model f target (·) of the model inversion attack and the test dataset can be used to check the performance of the target model. In parallel, we learn a deep learning model that serves as the evaluation model f eval (·) for attack performance over the test dataset. Then we conduct the model inversion attack for the target model and all classes of the dataset (e.g., all individual names). As a result, we can obtain reconstructed face data according to the number of classes. Finally, we evaluate whether these reconstructed face data are recognizable using the evaluation model f eval (·), i.e., the reconstructed images become inputs of the well-trained evaluation model in the inference step.
2) PERFORMANCE METRICS OF ATTACK
From the perspective of investigating the relationship between the efficacy of the model inversion attack and differential privacy, we use two metrics -success rate and impact of the attack. The success rate indicates the percentage of models successfully attacked by the model inversion attack. -We generated 100 models for each pair of parameters and σ (We created and evaluated a number of models because the attack may or may not work for a given model) and judged that the privacy of a given model was violated if at least one of the reconstructed data was classified correctly by the evaluation model. The attack impact indicates how many data are correctly classified by the evaluation model among the reconstructed data extracted from a target model, i.e., the attack impact means the accuracy of the evaluation model on the reconstructed dataset extracted from a given target model (we displayed the highest impact among the 100 models).
For a given privacy parameter, the evaluation procedure (as shown in Fig. 3 ) is performed for 100 models, and the success rate and highest impact are calculated.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In [7] , the authors evaluated a number of typical neural network models, including a softmax regression, a multilayer perceptron, and an auto-encoder. In our experiment, we considered the softmax regression that was most vulnerable to the model inversion attack in a non-private scenario. In general, softmax regression is used as the output layer in neural network-based architectures, and is regarded as a neural network model with no hidden layer.
In order to evaluate the resistance of differential privacy to the model inversion attack, we generated a number of target models for a given privacy parameter, performed a model inversion attack on each model, and evaluated the recognizability of the reconstructed data using an evaluation model. To build the evaluation model, we used a simple convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture with one convolution layer followed by two fully connected layers, as shown in Fig. 3 (in the center bottom box) . The convolution layer contains 30 filters with a kernel size of 5×5, stride of 1, and no padding. The output of the convolution layer is fed into a 2×2 max pooling layer, and then its output is passed through a rectified linear unit (ReLU). The output of the ReLU unit is fed into two fully connected layers (each has 100 units). Finally, the output of the fully connected layer is fed into a softMax layer with the number of classes in training dataset.
We basically experimented with the AT&T Laboratories Cambridge database of faces [34] , which had been used in the original model inversion attack [7] in a non-private scenario. The AT&T face dataset consists of 10 grayscale images of 40 individuals with various lighting conditions, facial expressions (open / closed eyes, smiling / not smiling) and facial details (glasses / no glasses) for a total of 400 images. We divided the images of each individual into a training set and a test set at a ratio of 7: 3 i.e., seven training data and three test data. Additionally, to investigate the influence on the size of the dataset, we used the VGGFace2 dataset [35] , which contains a total of 3.3M images for 9.1K individuals with more varied conditions than the AT&T face dataset.
A. EXPERIMENT ON AT&T FACE DATASET
We first demonstrate the resistance of differential privacy to model conduction attacks on the AT&T face dataset.
1) TRAINING DIFFERENTIALLY PRIVATE MODELS
The size of each image of the AT&T face dataset is 9 × 112 pixels, with 256 grey levels per pixel. Therefore, the structure of the target model consists of 10304 input units and 40 output units (the number of individuals). We learned the model with algorithm 1, and set sampling probability q = 0.1 and privacy parameters to = {2, 4, 6, 8}, δ = 10 −3 . Also, we derived the number of iterations for the fixed noise scales σ = {2, 4, 6} by Theorem 2 with the privacy parameters. In a non-private scenario, the model achieved 99% accuracy in the training dataset and 93.5% accuracy in the test dataset. Table 1 presents the performance of private models with different privacy budgets and noise scales. Naturally, the greater the budget, the better the performance. The best test performances were measured at 32%, 71%, 86%, and 91% when = 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively.
2) MODEL INVERSION ATTACK ON PRIVATE MODELS
For each differentially private model, we conducted the model inversion attack and obtained 40 reconstructed face data according to the number of classes (individuals). Fig. 4 presents reconstructed face images in each private model. Compared with the reconstructed image extracted from the non-private model, it can be observed that the reconstructed data extracted from the differentially private model are more blurred. At first glance, it seems enough to preserve an individual's privacy. However, as grows, it can be observed that information such as the outline of the face is revealed, and this information can be used to infer the individual.
3) ATTACK PERFORMANCE
We evaluated the recognizability of the reconstructed data using an evaluation model that was learned over the test dataset with a size of 120 (three images per class), and achieved about 85% impact on the reconstructed dataset extracted from the non-private model (the success rate is 100% in a non-private scenario). That is, all reconstructed data except six images were correctly recognized by the evaluation model. Note that the average performance (impact) with Mechanical Turk was measured to be about 80% in [7] . By using this evaluation model, we evaluated the recognizability of the reconstructed data extracted from differentially private models. Table 2 shows the results. When = 2, 4, it seems to be resistant to attack, but this is due to the low accuracy of the target (differentially private) model. When = 6 (the accuracy of the differentially private model is above 80%), the maximum success rate was measured at 11% and at most two reconstructed data out of 40 images were correctly recognized by the evaluation model. When = 8, the success rates were measured relatively high, but the impacts were measured at 0.075 at most.
B. EXPERIMENT ON VGGFACE2 DATASET
The AT&T face dataset is insufficient to evaluate the resistance of differential privacy to the model inversion attack because the data set size and diversity are relatively small. Therefore, we analyzed the relationship between differential privacy and model inversion attack over an extended datasetVGGFace2. Compared to the images of the AT&T face dataset, VGGFace2 has a larger domain. That is, the images of VGGFace2 are more diverse in facial expressions, angles, resolutions, etc. Instead of using all data, we randomly selected 40 classes from 9.1K classes, chose 100 images in each selected class (a total of 4000 images), and extracted only the face from each image by using an alignment technique.
1) TRAINING DIFFERENTIALLY PRIVATE MODELS
We set the alignment to 100 × 100 pixels with 256 grey levels per pixel. Therefore, the structure of the target model consisted of 10000 input units and 40 output units. Models were trained to ensure differential privacy in the same way as above and we set sampling probability q = 0.03, = {2, 4, 6, 8}, δ = 10 −4 , and σ = {2, 4, 6}. In a non-private scenario, the model achieved 87% accuracy in the training dataset and 82.5% accuracy in the test dataset. Table 3 shows the performance of private models with different privacy parameters. The best test performances were measured at 70%, 77%, 79%, and 81% when = 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. When = 2 and 4, the performances of the differential private models were improved in both absolute and relative terms compared to the results in the AT&T face dataset. When = 6 and 8, the performances are absolutely poor, but we can know that it has better performances in relative comparison to the non-private model, i.e., the distances between the nonprivate model and the differentially private model are small. These results are expected to come from the size of the dataset. In this situation, we investigated how differential privacy is resistant to model inversion attacks.
2) MODEL INVERSION ATTACK ON PRIVATE MODELS
Similar to the case of the AT&T face dataset, we extracted face images from non-private models and each differentially private model. Fig. 5 presents an example of reconstructed data and original image pair in a non-private model, and Fig. 6 shows reconstructed images in each differentially private model. The reconstructed data extracted from the differentially private models are more blurred than the reconstructed data extracted from the non-private model, and it can be seen that the outline of the face gradually becomes visible as grows. 
3) ATTACK PERFORMANCE
In order to evaluate the recognizability of the reconstructed data, we learned the evaluation model in the test dataset with a size of 1200 (30 images per class), and achieved about 82.5% impact on the reconstructed dataset extracted from the nonprivate model, i.e., all reconstructed images were correctly recognized by the evaluation model except seven images (the success rate is 100% in a non-private scenario). By using this evaluation model, we evaluated the recognizability of the reconstructed images extracted from the private models, and measured the attack accuracy and impact in the same manner as the experiments with the AT&T face dataset. Table 4 shows the results. When = 2, 4, and 6, attack success rates were measured at less than 3%, 10%, and 15%, and impact was measured at less than 2%, 3%, and 5%, respectively. When = 8, more than half of the private models were attacked for small sigma, and the attack impact was measured at 37.5%.
C. EVALUATION
In both experiments on the AT&T face dataset and VGGFace2, we observed that, compared to a non-private model, differentially private models dramatically reduced the probability of model inversion attack. Note that in the nonprivate scenario, the attack impact on the target model is 85% and 82.5% for the AT&T face dataset and VGGFace2, respectively. Also, we are confident that the attack success rate is 100% for non-private models. In the cases where is 6 or less, we can show that differentially private models can prevent model inversion attacks with high probability. When = 8, almost half of the models were attacked with a maximum 37.5% attack impact. The attack success rate is reduced to almost half, and the attack impact is reduced to a maximum of 0.05% and 27.5% (from 85% and 82.5%).
V. RELATED WORK
Various countermeasures against privacy breach attacks on the machine learning model have been proposed. Rahman et al. [43] studied the relationship between differential privacy and the membership inference attack [8] . By using the DPSGD [19] , they empirically investigated the appropriate value of to find the best trade-off between utility and privacy while preventing membership inference attacks. However, it is unclear whether the results come from differential privacy or from being generalized by it (generalization can mitigate a membership inference attack). It is necessary to compare the scenario where target models satisfy differential privacy and the scenario in which only generalization is considered.
Fredrikson et al. [6] proposed the model inversion attack where a patient's privacy can be violated by the machine learning models used for medical treatments in pharmacogenetics. They experimented with a linear regression model and showed that differential privacy can prevent attacks only when the privacy budget is very small. In particular, they focused on generating a differentially private histogram and differentially private linear regression algorithms. In order to ensure differential privacy while preserving utility in the pharmacogenetics analysis, Wang et al. [44] proposed an approach that separates sensitive and nonsensitive attributes by leveraging the functional mechanism for regression models.
In a privacy preservation study of the recent model inversion attack [7] , Zhang [45] proposed obfuscation methods where noise is added to the training data before training the model and showed that the recovered data are more blurred compared to the reconstructed data from a non-private model. However, there is a lack of consideration as to how this approach can withstand the model inversion attack while retaining model utility.
From the perspective of the model inversion attack, one can consider other approaches to assess the recognizability of reconstructed images. Traditionally, in the field of image processing, well-known metrics such as the structural similarity index (SSIM) [46] have been used to assess the quality of images. These metrics measure the similarity or difference between a given original image x and the transformed data y from the original data based on the distance, and one can consider these tools as a way of resolving the problem addressed in this paper (label inferencing of reconstructed data extracted from face recognition model). These distancebased tools determine visibility, and utilizing these tools for classifying the correct class of transformed data y may not be appropriate. As shown in Table 5 , when SSIM was used for the problem of classifying reconstructed data extracted through the model inversion attack, the accuracy was measured lower than the survey-based approach conducted in [7] , and the SSIM metric showed a significant decrease in performance with the VGGFace2 dataset. Hence, it may not be appropriate to use these tools. Note that all the evaluations presented in Table 5 were conducted under the same adversarial assumption that an adversary cannot access the training dataset of the target model.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we applied state-of-the art differentially private learning to neural network model as a way to withstand the recent model inversion attack [7] and analyzed the resistance of differential privacy depending on different privacy parameters by introducing an attack-based evaluation method using a deep learning model. By conducting model inversion attacks on differentially private neural network models, we showed that differential privacy can dramatically reduce the probability of attack compared to non-private models.
In our experiments, we showed the trade-off of model utility and privacy for various privacy parameters and investigated the influence on the size of the dataset. In the case of relatively low privacy budgets, the model shows strong resistance to the model inversion attack, but accuracy is sacrificed to preserve strong privacy. In the case of relatively large privacy budgets, attack success rates and impacts are measured as somewhat higher compared to the case of low privacy budgets, but we confirmed that attack success rates and impacts are significantly lower than in the non-private scenarios. We believe that our attack-based evaluation can be used as an important indicator to measure the degree of privacy preservation when creating private neural network models. Note that although we leveraged Abadi et al.'s differentially private SGD [19] algorithm and the moments accountant in this paper, a tighter bound can be calculated with more optimal building blocks (e.g., analytic Gaussian mechanism [47] and analytic moments accountant [48] ). As a future direction, it would be interesting to compare various differentially private mechanisms for neural networks by applying our evaluation method.
While this paper focused on models with the non-convex objective, many problems are solved with basic machine learning models that have convex objectives. Differentially private mechanisms have been proposed for these baseline machine learning models, and there are efficient approaches tailored to the type of machine learning model. We will investigate the application of our attack-based evaluation approach to various differentially private machine learning models.
Additionally, although we focused on traditional differential privacy, it would be interesting to analyze the attack probability of the model inversion attack through our evaluation framework in the scenario where the notion of differential privacy is extended to a relaxed notion. Concentrated differentially private algorithms that can preserve the utility and privacy of deep models with a relatively low privacy budget have been recently proposed with the notion of concentrated differential privacy [41] , [42] (e.g., [32] , [33] ). These mechanisms efficiently allocate privacy budgets and estimate a tighter bound under concentrated differential privacy. As a future extension, it would be interesting to analyze the relationship between the degree of privacy guarantee and utility from the perspective of concentrated differential privacy through our attack-based private model evaluation framework.
